
 

 

 

DOMESTIC STEAM CLEANER 

 

SC5.800C      Made in Germany  Code:  KSC5.800C 

 With its powerful 4.0 bar steam pressure and 1800 W heating capacity, the Karcher SC 5.800 C is 

one of the new generation of Premium steam cleaners. 

 Thanks to a removable, permanently refillable fresh water tank, it delivers non-stop steam for pure 

cleanliness without chemicals. It is ready to work with just four minutes' heating time.  

 With the VapoHydro function, removing stubborn dirt is made even easier: by 

switching to hot water, the dirt dissolved by the steam can simply be 

washed away.  

 With steam flow regulation, the intensity can be adapted to the surface 

and the degree of contamination.  

 Grease deposits and other stubborn dirt in the bathroom, kitchen 

and elsewhere can be removed efficiently and without harming 

the environment.  

 The SC 5.800 C cleans glass, taps, tiles, grouting and 

ceramic hobs. The high-quality steam cleaner offers 

many practical extras. For example accessory storage, 

parking position, large wheels for easy 

maneuverability and a cable compartment.  



 

 

 The device also has an accessory socket to which a steam iron (optional) may be connected. Ironing is 

therefore 50% quicker.   

Features & Benefits 

 Adaptable steam flow regulation. 

 The volume of steam can be adapted to different surfaces and types of dirt. 

 Vapo Hydro function: In addition to steam, hot water can also be switched on. This means that dirt can 

be dissolved easier and simply washed away. 

 Removable, refillable tank: The continuously refillable fresh water tank ensures non-stop steam without 

interruption. 

 Ergonomic steam gun, carrying handle: For the greatest comfort and good ergonomics in cleaning. 

 Easy to understand controls: Self-explanatory operation for the greatest ease of use. 

 Integrated cable storage compartment: Optimum cable storage to save space when storing the steam 

cleaner. 

 Short heating time (4 minutes): Short waiting time: the cleaner is ready to use in just 4 minutes. 

 Parking position for floor nozzle: For parking the extension tube and floor nozzle during use; practical 

storage. 

Heater W 1800  

Tank capacity L 1.5 + 0.5L   

Steam pressure, max. bar 4   

Heating time minutes 4   

Weight without accessories kg 6   

Dimensions (L x W x H) mm 439 x 301 x 305   

 

Standard accessories: Childproof safety 

lock, Safety valve, Integrated funnel, 2-

tank system, Parking position, Steam 

hose with gun, 2.5 m, Detail nozzle, Hand 

tool, Round brush, Terry cloth cover for 

hand tool, Descaler Sticks, Terry floor 

cloth, Floor tool. 

 


